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 pulls a gold bubble is the economy is pulling this gold down once the bubble bursts once the bull market starts to slow down the gold bubble starts to lose steam the gold bubble starts to rally so is the stock market this is the stock market is going to a big correction well let's go through the top stocks that have the ability to lose 30% or more on the stock market but they have a lot of gold and they're
right now struggling to keep up with the gold bubble it's kind of weird because you have this crowd that thinks that the stock market is going to tank but they keep all their gold in this gold bubble and the fact is that gold doesn't do what it's supposed to do it doesn't keep up with the stock market when the stock market goes up if you just look at the peak of the recent stock market this happened in
2008 at a time when the price of gold was above $1,800 today the price of gold is about $1,200 so gold is down in a serious way and when the market starts to tank or there is a correction and you're looking at those stocks that have gone down 30% or more and this is the top ones that will be listed here there's a little column up here if you want to see why a stock is selling 30% or more off of their

52-week high but it's still in a bull market gold is doing what it's supposed to be doing and those stocks on this list are going to tank gold is doing what it's supposed to be doing and these stocks are going to tank the one that has got a lot of gold is going to be the hardest hit the company that the biggest play on the gold bubble has got the most gold to sell and they're going to be the ones that struggle the
hardest when the gold bubble starts to decline their gold bubble starts to burst so we're going to take a look at the gold stocks the top stocks that have the biggest gold reserves and they're all in Canada the largest gold stock is Bre-X 82157476af
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